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Application

 

 

One machine meets the needs of various products, and products of different shapes can be
customized

 



 



Product Advantages

 

Integrated Technology: This machine seamlessly blends light, gas, and electricity1.
components, resulting in a holistic and efficient packaging process.

PLC Operating System: Driven by a PLC operating system, the equipment offers precise2.
control, ensuring consistent and accurate packaging operations.

Versatile Carton Sizes: With customizable carton size ranges, the machine accommodates3.
various pen dimensions, adapting to specific packaging needs.

Diverse Material Compatibility: The equipment efficiently packages strips or branches of4.
materials, making it ideal for pens and various similar products.

Precise Counting: The machine's advanced counting mechanism ensures accurate material5.
counting, reducing errors and optimizing packaging efficiency.

Stable Packaging: Benefitting from its innovative design and reliable components, the6.
machine maintains stable packaging performance, minimizing disruptions and downtime.

Labor Optimization: By automating the packaging process, the machine significantly reduces7.
the need for manual labor, resulting in increased productivity and cost savings.

 

Product specification

 

Model: DS-BZ040

carton size range: A: L80-200 * W80-160 * H15-50mm B: L80-200 * W25-80 * H15-50mm
(can be customized according to product)

Paper Requirements Scope: 300 g/m2 ≤ Best for paper:350 g/m2 ≤ 450 g/m2

Paper requirements: The indentation of the paper box is not less than 0.4mm, with a pre
folding effect

Production capacity: 30-40 box/min
Total power: 1.5 KW
Equipment dimensions: About L4265 * W1480 * H1545mm
Machine weight: About 1.6T
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With professional after-sales service team, we can provide you with a satisfied and technical1.
service no matter which country you are in;
Any videos of packing machine installation, adjusting, setting, maintenance are available for any2.
buyer;
If you got any problem when using the machine and the videos can not help, our technician will3.
have video chatting with you to fix your problem;

(Notice: In order to save your cost, we offer various video chatting service for you, but if you insist on the
service oversea, the travel expense and technician cost will paid by you.)

 

Our Advantage



 

Dession has a professional team to provide customers with various packaging solutions. 
Fully understanding the needs of customers,engineers design the most suitable solution. 
We have our own processing and assembly workshop and quality inspection and debugging process to
ensure the quality of the machine. 
After acceptance by the customer, they are packed in international standard woodencases and shipped. 
If customers have any questions during the use of the machine, we will answer them in time.

 

 

Packaging Shipping
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Upon receipt of payment , delivery date will be in 15-30 working days, By Air, by Sea or by Express (DHL
etc)

 


